Talisman

C

At 231 feet, the owners’ second yacht
bearing the Talisman C name is bigger,
better and a lot more fun.
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When other yards are struggling to find work, it’s rather
surprising that launching three large yachts in 2011 does not
satisfy Mehmet Karabeyoğlu, the boss of Turkish yard Proteksan
Turquoise, as he says the company has the capability to deliver
four large yachts per year. On the other hand, there is no disguising the fact that Proteksan has grown into Turkey’s leading builder
of large motor yachts, successfully competing against rival builders from all over the world.
The new Talisman C was the undoubted star of the three yachts
delivered last year. She’s the largest motor yacht the yard has
completed so far. She’s also the second to bear this name, following the very successful 178-footer that was delivered by Proteksan
in 2006. The London family that commissioned both of these yachts
had a great affection for their first yacht but felt that very significant improvements could be achieved with a larger hull. For
instance, the first yacht lacked a tender garage, which allowed
Dubois Naval Architects to draw a particularly graceful hull with
relatively low freeboard aft. But the owners wanted to be able to
carry more tenders and water toys, and unless these were allowed
to take over the best deck spaces, a garage became a necessity,
while a substantially longer hull would be able to retain the “low
and lean” appearance of the previous yacht.
The net result is a full-width aft garage with lift-up clamshell
doors on each side and extending overhead cranes. It’s a very
well-stocked toy cupboard and includes a Super Air Nautique
230 specially designed for wakeboarding, which also can be
used as a dive tender. Among the five Sea-Doo personal watercraft is a Wake Pro capable of towing a skier; in fact, the 215-hp
Rotax engine has sufficient power to keep a decent-sized light
aircraft aloft. For those guests who prefer not to hear the constant
buzz of small engines, there is a Laser dinghy plus a selection
of windsurfers and canoes. The “respectable” tender for going
ashore without getting soaked is a Novurania Chase 23 with a
Yanmar inboard diesel.
Side access to the garage has made it possible to further develop
the idea of a beach club at the stern. A very large transom flap
hinges down horizontally, creating a huge open deck just above
the waterline; this is carried through into the lazarette, where
one finds a central stairway to the main deck and a door into the
garage. When the passerelle is in use, it soars over the top of this
deck without impinging on it, although you would not normally
expect both to be in use at the same time. The beach club can
have a number of uses, including boarding tenders or swimming,
but it also can be enjoyed as a very special place to sit and relax
with feet practically in the sea, a feature the owners first noticed
on the 197-foot motor yacht Blue Eyes.
In most respects, the new Talisman C is simply larger: this paves
the way for additional features such as a gym, a game room and
a VIP cabin, but on board a yacht, space is the ultimate luxury
and this one has plenty. Although all the boxes have been checked
to make Talisman C a legal charter yacht, the owners intend to
undertake a world cruise first, which will involve a considerable
turnover of family and friends. Spacious cabins, generous public
spaces and a great variety of deck areas will make this a pleasure
comparable to having a private ocean liner.
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The spiral staircase’s dramatic centerpiece is a work of art by Crystal Caviar,
comprising glass balls on stainless-steel rods illuminated by fiber-optic strands. The
structure travels through four decks and can be viewed through a skylight on the
sun deck, which allows light to flow into the stairwell and decks below.
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Impressive "tentacled" chandeliers are the focal points in the main salon
and semi-screened dining room. H2 Yacht Design conceived the loose
furniture in the main salon, built in-house at Proteksan Turquoise.

H2 Yacht Design and its head, Jonny Horsfield, received the
ultimate endorsement of a repeat commission; after developing
the sophisticated, Art Deco-based interior on the first Talisman
C, the firm was asked to do both the interior and exterior styling
on the new yacht. Horsfield appointed the young Australian
designer Tam Elder as project manager. Elder spent the best part
of two years at the yard, during which he forged an excellent
working relationship with the management there and a great
respect for their craftsmen.
The interior of this Talisman C is smart, modern and high
contrast both in shapes and materials. What this means in practice is voluptuous curves limited by sharp edges, soft materials
such as suede or pony skin bordered by marble and outlined with
polished stainless steel or chrome. Walls are surfaced with
shagreen and chairs upholstered with “mock croc.” Above all,
there are strongly contrasting colors, such as black lacquered
woodwork against off-white wool carpets. Floors are often in dark,
sparkly marble with underlit onyx providing the dramatic point
of interest. This style is expressed particularly clearly in the VIP
stateroom, which contrasts black soft furnishings with white ponyhide walls carved into squares that curve over the bed for a
surprisingly restful effect.
Dramatic, striking details abound, such as the spiral central
stairway that winds its way around an extraordinary artwork
made of glass balls on stainless-steel rods with hanging fiberoptic strands creating an ethereal light. This eye-catching piece
was designed and made by Crystal Caviar of the Czech Republic
and provided a particular challenge to get it mounted without
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any damage. At the same time, the yacht’s interior crew had to
work out the best way of cleaning it.
The corridor that leads into the owners’ quarters has a lobby
with circular backlit onyx panels that apparently bring the same
response from virtually every visitor: “Beam me up, Scotty!”

Glasswork is a strong feature and there are two quite amazing
chandeliers in the salon and dining room that look like the tentacles of a huge sea anemone suspended from the ceiling. They
are particularly attractive when lit, and indeed the whole salon
area is much more interesting under artificial light when the

Her size paves the way for more features such as
a gym and game room, but on a yacht, space is
the ultimate luxury and this one has plenty.
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Lutron “mood lighting” comes into its own.
The starship Enterprise never had a bridge as impressive as the
one on Talisman C. Both beautiful and practical, it matches a fully
electronic display outfit with good functional features such as a
real chart table with blackout curtains and red lighting and a
special niche to one side of the main console that allows the watch
officer to stand right up against the windows in bad visibility. With
vertical glazing in a 180-degree curve, the view is excellent in
every direction except directly astern. Another good point is the
fully walkaround deck on this level, allowing the crew to reach
any part of the vessel without having to dash up and down stairs.
The owners’ cabin one deck below enjoys the same 180-degree
curve of windows. In addition to the excellent view, there is a
small outdoor sitting area, which is delightful when the yacht is
at anchor though it’s normally too windy to be enjoyed while
underway. The most unusual feature of the owners’ suite is the
split-level master bathroom with the spa bath on the lower level
and the shower up above, creating a very striking compartment.
Another area that will be especially enjoyable when at anchor
is the crow’s nest, a small deck cantilevered from the radar mast
and reached by steps from the sun deck. The view from here is
unbeatable, while sun worshippers will find it provides a high
degree of privacy. The sun deck is huge, with a pool set forward
that’s the yacht-equivalent of Olympic size (meaning you can
actually swim in it) and a choice of open or shaded space aft.
A big advantage of reaching the magic figure of 70 meters
overall length is the space the lower deck offers, along with a
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With a raised bed, the split-level owners’ suite allows 180-degree views forward. In
addition to passageway stairs leading to the stateroom, the dual levels are found
in the bathroom, which features a leather-wrapped tub and Bisazza tiles (above).
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The bridge (above) offers excellent visibility and the walkaround decks
provide ease of operation for crew. The VIP cabin (opposite page, bottom)
showcases the striking contrast of white pony-hide panels that curve
over the bed and black laquered woodwork and furniture. The color and
textural contrast continues in the common areas including the skylounge
(opposite page, top), which has an informal, contemporary feel.
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sub-deck for the laundry and cold stores. In fact, the same hull
could be rearranged with the galley and gym placed on the lower
level and all four guest cabins moved up to the main deck.
Taken as a whole, it has to be conceded that Talisman C is
not quite on the same level as a Lürssen or a Feadship, but
conversely, she is not far behind and is very competitively priced.
Mehmet Karabeyoğlu is quite open in saying that Proteksan’s
advantage lies in the fact that Turkish labor rates are far lower
than those in Northern Europe. For this reason, he likes to take
on jobs that are labor intensive, because the more work that
goes into building the yacht, the greater his price advantage is.
It also tempts the builder to take on many tasks that European
yards tend to outsource. He is justly proud of the woodwork and
finishing; the gloss-finished joinery is a joy to behold, and the
exterior painting is pretty good, too.
I visited the yard at what is always an awkward time: when the
yacht comes back from its first cruise with a list of defects to be
corrected under warranty. In the case of Talisman C, the list was
no longer than normal for a yacht this size. As is often the case
with the machinery space directly beneath the main salon, the
salon’s comfort was initially compromised when underway;
however, the yard worked closely with consultants and the root
cause of the problems was investigated and satisfactorily resolved
during the warranty period.
The next to emerge from the company’s smart new shipyard
at Pendik in the Asian suburbs of Istanbul is a 238-foot motor
yacht based on a slightly extended version of the Talisman C
hull. Meanwhile, this current Proteksan flagship is certainly a
splendid and beautiful vessel with an excellent layout and
impressively high standards—a fitting successor to the original
Talisman C.
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upper deck: A cozy salon featuring a TV area and a children’s play

table gives way to an expansive outdoor dining and lounging area.

Crow’s nest: Offering unobstructed 360-degree views and
sunbeds, the crow’s nest is the ideal place for private sun worshipping.

food flow: The galley includes two food lifts, one to the skylounge

owners’ suite: The owners’ private library has a folding bed

beach club: Side doors for tender launching allows for a

crew access: A staircase was incorporated to connect crew to

and sun decks and another to the tank deck for retrieving stores.

dedicated beach club aft with a staircase to the main deck.

that can convert the room into an extra stateroom if needed.

the foredeck without infringing on the master suite’s space.

Specifications:
BUILDER:
Proteksan Turquoise Yachts
34662 Altunizade
Istanbul, Turkey
Tel: +90 (0) 216 474 2590/91
Email: main@proteksan-turquoise.com
www.proteksan-turquoise.com

LOA: 231' 5" (70.5m)
LWL: 208' 4" (63.5m)
Beam: 40' 1" (12.2m)
Draft: 12' 11" (3.9m)
Displacement: 1,290 tonnes
Engines: 2 x 2,447-hp
Caterpillar 3516B HD

Speed (max/cruise):
17/15 knots

Range: 4,000 nm @ 14 knots
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Bow thruster: 190kW HRP
Generators: 3 x 200kW

Caterpillar C9 DITA

Stabilizers: Quantum ZeroSpeed
Fuel capacity: 53,865 U.S. gallons
Freshwater capacity:
9,555 U.S. gallons

Owner and guests: 12
Crew: 20

Tenders: Novurania Chase
23, Nautique Super Air 230

Construction: Steel
and aluminum alloy
Classification: Lloyd’s X 100A1
SSC Yacht Mono G6, X LMC, UMS

Naval architecture:

Proteksan Turquoise Yachts

Exterior styling: H2 Yacht Design
Interior design: H2 Yacht Design

